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ity﻿of﻿ the﻿Empire’s﻿elite﻿to﻿unite﻿the﻿various﻿peoples﻿under﻿ its﻿rule﻿ led﻿to﻿an﻿
exceptional﻿longevity﻿of﻿empire.﻿The﻿Empire’s﻿unity﻿was﻿characterised﻿by﻿the﻿
creation﻿of﻿a﻿set﻿of﻿shared﻿customs,﻿languages,﻿history﻿and﻿(religious)﻿beliefs,﻿













































concepts﻿of﻿unity﻿and﻿discord﻿ in﻿constructing﻿ their﻿ identity.﻿As﻿a﻿ result,﻿ the﻿
Roman﻿Empire﻿in﻿Late﻿Antiquity﻿was﻿–﻿maybe﻿more﻿than﻿other﻿periods﻿in﻿its﻿
history﻿–﻿characterised﻿by﻿ its﻿many﻿ identities﻿and﻿different﻿groups﻿ trying﻿ to﻿
control﻿the﻿empire.






































































































from﻿ the﻿ present﻿ book.﻿ Gitte﻿ Lønstrup﻿ dal﻿ Santo﻿ investigates﻿ the﻿ Christian﻿
symbols﻿of﻿Roman﻿unity﻿par excellence:﻿the﻿apostles﻿Peter﻿and﻿Paul.﻿She﻿dem-














bert﻿ pointed﻿out﻿ already﻿–﻿without﻿ any﻿political﻿ or﻿ other﻿ intentional﻿ policy﻿
being﻿involved.
A﻿peculiar﻿aspect﻿of﻿the﻿Roman﻿Empire﻿in﻿Late﻿Antiquity﻿is﻿the﻿outstanding﻿












For﻿Prudentius,﻿Rome﻿as﻿ the﻿unchallenged﻿ cultural﻿ capital﻿ of﻿ the﻿ empire﻿
and﻿also﻿the﻿core﻿of﻿Romanness﻿was﻿central﻿to﻿his﻿poetry,﻿as﻿is﻿shown﻿by﻿Chris-
tian﻿Gnilka.﻿Prudentius﻿ suggests﻿ that﻿ the﻿emperor﻿Theodosius﻿ succeeded﻿ in﻿













grating﻿ political﻿ and﻿ administrative﻿ level﻿ –﻿ similar﻿ developments﻿ occuring﻿
from﻿the﻿end﻿of﻿the﻿third﻿century﻿onwards﻿already﻿–﻿the﻿sens﻿of﻿indivisibility﻿




and﻿administrative﻿ separation,﻿ and﻿ felt﻿ foremost﻿ a﻿ sense﻿of﻿ romanness﻿ that﻿
resulted﻿in﻿a﻿stronger﻿sense﻿of﻿unity﻿than﻿any﻿government﻿could﻿guarantee.
It﻿is﻿the﻿ambition﻿of﻿both﻿contributors﻿and﻿editors﻿of﻿this﻿volume﻿to﻿have﻿
contributed﻿to﻿the﻿debate﻿concerning﻿empire﻿and﻿identity﻿in﻿the﻿fourth﻿cen-
tury,﻿a﻿relevant﻿and﻿fascinating﻿though﻿puzzling﻿period﻿of﻿Roman﻿history.﻿At﻿
the﻿same﻿time,﻿current﻿debates﻿about﻿the﻿need﻿for﻿unity﻿–﻿both﻿within﻿Europe﻿
and﻿between﻿Europe﻿and﻿the﻿East﻿–﻿seem﻿ubiquitous,﻿and﻿thus﻿research﻿into﻿
the﻿unity﻿of﻿the﻿Roman﻿Empire﻿in﻿the﻿fourth﻿century﻿might﻿even﻿inspire﻿and﻿
nourish﻿more﻿actual﻿discussions﻿about﻿the﻿topic.
